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Introduction 

 

Over the past several years, data has exploded at an alarming rate.  What was once the realm 

of corporations creating data on mainframe systems and big spindles is ever increasingly 

becoming the playground for consumers.  Data is being created at in new ways over larger 

telecommunication channels using more devices (Figure 1) (IDC, 2007) in more ways than were 

even conceived ten years ago.  What used to take several minutes to download off a 3600 baud 

modem is now instantaneous as 10 megabyte connections over fiber connected to homes is the 

norm.  Internet 2.0 is being developed to push television and digital services to the home over 

new media.  Refrigerators, automobiles, air conditioning units, furnaces, and other appliances 

have phone home capabilities over internet protocol (IP) networks.  Cell phones with 32 

gigabytes worth of storage store digital pictures that consume much more space dot our 

landscape like locust in Biblical times.   Voicemail message, text messages, instant messaging, 

email, and blogs fill our daily lives as we are flooded with information like a tidal wave washing 

Figure 1 More Devices 
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over us.  The English language has over 540,000 more words than in the days of Shakespeare.  

3,000 new books are being written daily.  The number of text messages sent and received daily 

exceeds the world’s population. We are completely awash with information and much of this 

information is sensitive.  Sensitive to consumers, sensitive to corporations, universities, 

governments, hospitals, and financial institutions.  Wherever information makes itself available 

new and insidious threats also arise like a yin and yang of good and evil.  The threats are real, 

becoming more devious, diabolical, and destructive in nature.  Defenses become outmoded at 

an alarming rate yet organizations don’t realize the true threats to their environments until it is 

too late.  Breaches become the driving force for security improvements and remediation.   

The Problem 
 

Data is flowing everywhere in multiple formats on multiple devices replicated, backed up, 

modified, and stolen.  Much like the quote from Jurassic Park by Jeff Goldblum’s character “life 

will find a way,” data will find a way to escape.  Data wants to be free and unencumbered. 

Figure 2 Data Flow the Problem 
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Figure 2 demonstrates how data, 

extracted from a perceived to be highly 

secure structured database makes its 

way across the digital divide residing, 

morphing, and replicating like a fast 

moving and highly defensive virus.  Once 

released from the confines of the 

database, the data loses all semblance of 

control over its use and format.  Anyone who receives it can clone it, divide it, and modify it 

until it loses its true essence and meaning.  Regardless the sensitivity, data takes on a life of its 

own sometimes becoming the source for a brand new structured database.  This occurs many 

times without data validation and verification of its authenticity and accuracy. It follows the 

garbage-in garbage-out (GIGO) model only there is one flaw in this age old computer term; it is 

garbage-in gospel-out (Figure 3) since anything the comes from a structured entity is 

considered to be both accurate and true.  The integrity of the data is not brought into question 

since its source, was a structured database.   

There is a belief by some optimistic souls that in time, unstructured data will acquire structure 

of one form or another.  This may come in the form of metadata, or data about other data, or 

the ability to provide highly secure views to this data. Technology companies are devising and 

selling software that crawls the local area network based upon pre-defined policies searching 

for sensitive information.  The concept is to automatically classify the data once it is found 

moving it to pre-defined storage locations based upon other pre-defined rules based upon risk 

and criticality to the organization.  The criticality may be regulatory driven or business driven.  

Regardless the driver, organizations are looking at this method as a lifesaver. Combining this 

method with other tools that define who has access to what folders, and you have a pretty 

good idea as to who has access to the sensitive information.  The problem with this method is 

that it does not get to the heart of the issues at hand.  It addresses security issues after the fact.  

It is improving the situation but it is nothing more than an influenza vaccine that may or may 

not work and of course, must be renewed periodically since the threat changes to the host. 

Figure 3 Garbage In Gospel Out (GIGO) 
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New approaches must be developed to protect sensitive data at its inception, at its birth, and 

remain with it throughout its life.  If we accept the premise that there are no longer perimeters 

in our corporate environments, then where should we spend our time and focus in protecting 

what is of value to us? 

Genetic Parallels 
 

The human body is a system unto itself. Highly advanced but not without flaws, the human 

body must maintain its structural integrity in order to survive.  Survivability is achieved in the 

long term through procreation in which the genetic code of the original host is inherited by the 

new human.  Human replication ensures host survivability.  

If we start to examine the inner-workings of the human body, we could make 

the determination that the brain is the master database of the system.  It 

stores information in various parts controlling the nervous system, heart rate, 

respiration, digestion and other functions that occur unconsciously throughout 

the body.  The brain is made up of cells each containing a complete copy of the 

human’s genome. Within each cell chemical is the nucleus of that carries the 

genetic instructions for making a human organism. It contains most of the cell's 

genetic material, organized as multiple long linear DNA molecules. The function of the nucleus 

is to maintain the integrity of these genes and to control the activities of the cell by regulating 

gene expression.  Gene expression is the process by which inheritable information from a gene, 

such as the DNA sequence, is made into a functional gene product (Wikipedia, 2008). Gene 

regulation gives the cell control over structure and function, and is the basis for cellular 

differentiation and the versatility and adaptability of any organism. Gene regulation may also 

serve as a catalyst for evolutionary change, since control of the timing, location, and amount of 

gene expression can have a profound effect on the functions (actions) of the gene in a human 

(Wikipedia, 2008) . 
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The human genome is defined as all hereditary information that is encoded in the DNA 

contained in an organism or a cell (Human Genome Project, 2007). In many cases, genomes are 

much like structured databases but they are in fact more advanced.   

The human genome is nearly the same (99.9%) in all people (Human Genome Project, 2007). 

Only about 2% of the human genome contains genes, which are the instructions for making 

proteins. If only 2% of the human genome contains the instructions for the rest of the genome 

and we were to attempt an alignment of genome to database, could some sort of metadata 

within a database contain instructions for the rest of the database? Could 2% of database 

information relate to specific tables assigning a DNA strand or marker that remains with the 

table and anything in that table that describes what can and cannot be done with the remaining 

97.9% of the data?  Could this serve to be persistent security that is inherited?  

If we compare the problem as defined above relative to data to the human genome and all 

associated characteristics, I believe there is much to be learned that could lead us to persistent, 

inherited security that corresponds to database records in a structured environment carried 

forth into any form of unstructured data.  The Data Genome could be defined as all hereditary 

information that is persistent in the dataDNA of data. 

Data Genome – System/ Database Taxonomy Definitions 
 

Before we proceed further, we need to provide standard alignment and definitions between 

the human condition and that of the virtual world as described below and mapped in Table 1. 

Allele is one of the variant forms of a gene at a particular location, on a chromosome. Different 

alleles produce variation in inherited characteristics such as hair color or blood type. D-allele is 

a variant form of a d-gene at a particular location within a database table.  Different d-alleles 

product variations in inherited persistent security such as the ability to extract, modify, expire, 

and transmit. 
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Antibody is a blood protein that is produced in response to and counteracts an antigen. 

Antigens can be foreign items that enter the human through external entry points. Antibodies 

are produced in response to disease and help the body fight against the particular disease. In 

this way, antibodies help the body develop immunities to disease. Not all antibodies counteract 

all antigens.  Antivirus is implemented in response to and counteracts a malware but only if the 

malware is discovered, analyzed and an antidote developed that can in fact counteract the 

malware. Once the antivirus signature has been applied, the malware in its current form is 

neutralized.  Should a new strain be introduced into the system, new signature must be created 

in order to counteract the mutation. 

Birth defects are structural, functional, or metabolic abnormality present at birth that results in 

physical or mental disability or is fatal. There are more than 4,000 known birth defects, which 

may be caused by genetic or environmental factors. About 150,000 babies are born each year 

with birth defects. Database defects can be structural, based upon inaccurate data (GIGO), or 

occur due to poorly devised database schema structure.  It is now know how many database 

defects exist in an organization or how many are in fact created each year but based upon 

malware infection rates and data breaches, odds are high that some are attributable to 

database defects.  In addition, layered applications that provide features and functionality to 

the database need to be authored with proper coding that includes the need to scan the code 

pre- and post-compilation treating any errors or issues as defects to be remediated prior to 

production deployment.  Application vulnerabilities can lead to mutation issues in the dataDNA. 

Cancer is a disease in which abnormal cells divide and grow unchecked. Cancer can spread from 

its original site to other parts of the body and can also be fatal if not treated adequately. This 

can be related to hacking in which malware spreads throughout the system and can completely 

corrupt the system if not make it completely unusable resulting in the systems demise. 

A carrier is human who possesses one copy of a mutant allele that causes disease only when 

two copies of the mutant allele are present. Although carriers are not affected by the disease, 

two carriers can produce a child who has the disease.  D-carrier is a database that possesses a 
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corrupted d-allele that corruption and data integrity 

issues only when two d-carriers are present, which may occur 

during table extraction and joining between two databases. 

A chromosome is one of the threadlike "packages" of genes 

and other DNA in the nucleus of a cell. Different kinds of 

organisms have different numbers of chromosomes. Each 

parent contributes one chromosome to each pair, so 

children get half of their chromosomes from their 

mothers and half from their fathers.  As described previously, 

d-genes are the functional and physical unit of security that is 

passed from parent to offspring; from structured to unstructured. 

D-somes are packages of d-genes. Each table in a database may have a specific d-some 

associated with it containing many d-genes depending upon its sensitivity and classification.  

Should the d-gene allow for extraction from the structured database and merging with another 

table, each table will inherit specific characteristics of each d-gene associated with each table as 

defined by the dominant d-gene. 

Cloning is the process of making copies of a specific piece of DNA, usually a gene. When 

geneticists speak of cloning, they do not mean the process of making genetically identical 

copies of an entire organism.  Replication of databases usually means the complete replication 

of the database including any stored procedures, schema, data dictionary, d-genes, d-allele, and 

potentially, any defects.  Replication is usually performed for survivability purposes but in some 

cases it is used for test, development or to serve as a reporting engine. 

Congenital is any trait or condition that exists from birth. Congenital database defects exist 

from birth and in many cases cannot be rectified without destroying the original database 

although the data may potentially be salvageable. 

DNA is the chemical inside the nucleus of a cell that carries the genetic instructions for making 

living organisms. DataDNA is the stored procedure that combines with the metadata to define 

Figure 4 dataDNA 
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persistent, inherited security. Carefully written stored procedures may allow for fine grained 

security permissions to be applied to a database. A database trigger is procedural code that 

works in conjunction with the dataDNA that is automatically executed in response to certain 

events on a particular table in a database and correlates to d-somes and d-genes. Triggers can 

restrict access to specific data, perform logging, or audit data modifications providing a 

historical trail and trending.  

A dominant gene almost always results in a specific physical characteristic, for example, a 

disease, even though the patient's genome possesses only one copy. With a dominant gene, the 

chance of passing on the gene (and therefore the disease) to children is 50-50 in each 

pregnancy. Dominant genes or dd-gene serves as the primary key for a table or series of tables 

within a database.  The dd-gene in most cases is not corrupt or malicious in nature but could 

become corrupted as with any data. 

Gene - The functional and physical unit of heredity passed from parent to offspring. Genes are 

pieces of DNA, and most genes contain the information for making a specific protein.  As 

related to data, d-genes are the functional and physical units of security that are passed from 

parent to offspring; from structured to unstructured. 

Gene mapping determines the relative positions of genes on a chromosome. D-gene mapping 

determines the overall schema of the database. 

Gene therapy is an evolving technique used to treat inherited diseases. The medical procedure 

involves replacing, manipulating, or supplementing nonfunctional genes with healthy genes. D-

gene therapy is a technique used to treat data corruption by replacing, deleting or restoring 

corrupt d-genes and d-somes with accurate data that is verified and validated. 

Genetic counseling is a short-term educational counseling process for individuals and families 

who have a genetic disease or who are at risk for such a disease. Genetic counseling provides 

patients with information about their condition and helps them make informed decisions. 

Security awareness and education corresponds to this term. 
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Inheritance is the DNA that is transferred through genes from parents to offspring. This 

corresponds to persistent security that is transferred through d-genes. 

Mutation is a permanent structural alteration in DNA. In most cases, DNA changes either have 

no effect or cause harm, but occasionally a mutation can improve an organism's chance of 

surviving and passing the beneficial change on to its descendants. D-mutation is a form of data 

corruption and in some cases may be resolved through d-gene therapy. 

Pedigree is a simplified diagram of a family's genealogy that shows family members' 

relationships to each other and how a particular trait or disease has been inherited. D-pedigree 

is a simply diagram of dataDNA through all its forms, formats, transmissions, and modifications 

depending upon d-gene charactistics. 

Risk communication in genetics is an educational process through which a genetic counselor 

attempts to interpret how a genetic condition is inherited and the chances that it might be 

passed on to children. For our purposes, we use risk assessments over systems in which a risk 

analyst attempts to interpret how persistent security is inherited and the probability that it will 

be passed onto unstructured data and maintain that characteristic throughout its lifecycle. 

Suicide gene is a strategy for making cancer cells more vulnerable to chemotherapy. One 

approach has been to link parts of genes expressed in cancer cells to other genes for enzymes 

not found in mammals that can convert a harmless substance into one that is toxic to the 

tumor. 

A syndrome is a recognizable pattern of symptoms or abnormalities that indicate a particular 

trait or disease. A d-syndrome is a recognizable pattern of symptoms or abnormalities that 

indicate corruption or d-mutation. 

Table 1 Table of Alignment - Taxonomy 

Allele d-Allele (or d-AlleleR – for 

regulatory characteristics 
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Antibody Antivirus 

Birth Defect Database Defect 

Cancer Malware 

Carrier d-Carrier 

Chromosome d-Some 

Cloning Replication 

Congenital c-Database 

Gene d-Gene 

Gene Mapping d-Gene Mapping 

Gene Therapy d-Gene Therapy 

Genetic Counseling Security Awareness 

Inheritance Persistent Security 

Mutation d-Mutation 

Pedigree d-Pedigree 

Risk Communication Risk Assessment 

Suicide Gene d-suicide gene 

Syndrome d-Syndrome 
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Bioanthropology to Datanthropology 
 

Bioanthropology is the study of the human species from an evolutionary perspective including 

genetic variation within/between populations and health and disease patterns (Carlson, 2008). 

If we coin a new phrase, datanthropology, we could define it as the study of data from an 

evolutionary perspective including data variations within both homogeneous and 

heterogeneous systems and any integrity and corruption patterns.  This of course assumes that 

data variations can be tracked over time in any shape or form it may take. Datanthropology is 

akin to log files that never end and actually define data movement creating a pedigree or 

hereditary tree.  Datanthropology examines the genealogy of the data based upon the dataDNA 

and the associated persistent security that provides historical tracking.  What is key to 

datanthropology is a system for persistent, semantically interoperable, identification of 

intellectual property entities on any digital network (Digital Object Identifier System, 2008). The 

Digital Object Identifier System could be incorporated into the Data Genome project utilizing 

certain functions to assist in the tracking of data and existing standardization through the 

International Standards Organization (ISO). 
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Discussions on Establishing a dataDNA Type Database 
 

As with any database, the schema must be created with care and caution to ensure no 

database defects are established upon data birth.  Database schemas are stored in data 

dictionaries that represent a central repository of information about data (metadata) 

corresponding to relationships to other data, data origin, usage and even data format.  Figure 5 

represents a table of database information and the associated dataDNA that represents the d-

Some and corresponding dd-Gene, d-Allele, d-AlleleR, and d-Genes that represent the 

persistent security.  This information is compressed and encrypted using SHA-256 encryption 

(an encryption 

hash function 

that as of this 

writing has not 

been 

compromised) 

and melded to 

the table and 

all associated 

table fields.  

The registrar 

(discussed 

below) 

provides 

managed PKI 

services 

encompassing 

standard issuance, 

revokation, expiration, and reissuance.  Each field within the table and the overall table itself 

carries with it the d-Some.  Of primary concern here is definition of the owner and the table 

Figure 5 dataDNA with Defined Attributes 
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classification based upon sensitivity and regulatory drivers.  The owner can then define the dd-

Gene (under administrative guidance), d-Genes, and d-Alleles.  The d-AlleleR is automatically 

defined based upon sensitivity and classification.  Security awareness is provided to the owner 

to ensure full understanding of the data and their role as the custodian for that data.  Should 

the owner provide a d-Allele that allows for copying or replication, the persistent security 

remains with the table and/or field inherited as per standard dataDNA rules.  Only the owner or 

a duly assigned and vetted proxy may change the d-some based upon discretionary access 

rules.   

Data Inception – Birth 
 

Once a database is created, the process of data inception or birth begins.  Multiple tables within 

a database are 

normally created 

that interact with 

one another under 

the rules of the 

dataDNA as 

depicted in Figure 

6. Each table 

carries with it the 

pre-defined 

dataDNA created 

by its owner.  The dataDNA dictates the ways that tables may interact with one another.  Some 

tables may carry the same dd-gene and therefore inherit certain persisent security attributes as 

defined by the associated dd-Alleles.  It is this that defines how tables may interact.   

Figure 6 Data Inception - Birth 
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When tables are merged or joined with tables from another database, there are parent-child 

data actions.  Regardless the action, inheritance of persistent security (d-Alleles and applicable 

dd-Alleles) occurs (Figure 7). 

Trust 
 

Data validation is required for sensitive or regulatory driven data and must occur bearing the 

mark and attributes of the dataDNA.  Any data not carrying the dataDNA tag cannot be 

validated nor verified as both accurate and true.  Certain data may not be required to carry a 

dataDNA tag since the focus will be risk-based corresponding to individual and/or corporate risk 

drivers and associated appetite. A process for non-dataDNA tagged data must be established to 

enroll this data through a validation and verification process.  Enrollment through the 

establishment of proper credentials is a critical step in dataDNA assignment.  Any misstep in 

credential authentication, authorization and validation can result in the establishment of d-

Mutation that can lead to a d-carrier, malware inclusion, and a congenital defect in the 

database.  d-Pedigrees are established and maintained as part of the periodic re-enrollment 

procedures required by Data Genome policies.  

Figure 7 d-Allele Inheritance - Persistent Security 
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Registrar 
 

Due to current technical limitations and the fact that new technical solutions for this problem 

have not as yet been created or discovered, a registrar must be created who is a trusted source 

of dataDNA validation, tracking and genealogy.  This leads to potentially significant security 

issues surrounding trust, data leakage, application vulnerabilities, configuration management 

access and access management, non-inclusively, and overall risk concerns relative to the 

storing, processing and transmission of dataDNA. The registrar must protect against d-Mutation 

and malware as core to the survivability and integrity of the data and dataDNA. Very strict 

requirements for the registrar must be met on a continual basis, which opens a new avenue for 

economic gain.  The economic gain could be had by Qualified Security Assessors (QSA) who 

assess the security posture of the registrar based upon pre-defined controls. The QSA 

organization must never have access to any of the dataDNA but are allowed to perform physical 

assessments. New software must be created to automatically report on all technical control 

areas and procedural control areas that must be automated.  This persistent metrics report 

serves as a continuous audit mechanism that removes the need for point-in-time assessments 

that are only good during the assessment itself.  The automated metrics represents additional 

thought and analysis but does ensure the registrar maintains the appropriate posture at all 

times.  The QSA organization receives the persistent metrics reporting in a security operations 

center that must be monitored 24x7x365.  The registrar serves as the trusted source for 

dataDNA and is licensed to do so.  Owners of the dataDNA can choose from a handful of 

registrars located in hardened datacenters that include two-factor authentication for physical 

access, diverse and redundant routes for telecommunications and power, internet protocol 

based physical monitoring devices including surveillance cameras, proxmity cards/sensors, 

mantraps, cartraps, and other controls comparable to a Department of Defense facility where 

deadly force is authorized. There is economic gain for the owners since requests for their 

dataDNA from financial institutions and healthcare or medical organizations for example, must 

be approved by the owner.  The owner has the right to charge a few within set limits for the 

dataDNA based upon d-Allele attributes as required by the requesting organization.  The 
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greater the number and criticality the d-Allele and corresponding d-AlleleR, the higher the price 

allowed.  Time limits for this access are set as part of the negotiated price which must be 

renewed.  This presents a paradigm in that data is owned by the true owners of the data and 

not by institutions.  New regulation must be implemented to support this paradigm shift, which 

is expected to be an uphill battle since there will be a shift in wealth as part of the ownership 

changes. Those discussions are not for this paper. 

Data Usage – Outside the Registrar 
 

Permission to use data as allowed by the owner inherits the d-Alleles associated with the d-

Genes and d-Some.  The persistent security remains with the data.  Use of this data will be in 

standard Microsoft Office and Adobe presentation tools such as Word, Excel, Powerpoint, 

Outlook and Acrobat.  The persistent security will not be inherent in the presentation tools but 

must be facilitate through agent or plugin addins called inheritance agents (IA).  The IA provides 

continuous, secure feedback to the registrar on data usage based upon the d-Alleles contracted 

for by the requesting entity.  This persistent audit trail or Lojack-like capability provides 

information on usage, and attempted usage.  Attempted usage could correspond to malicious 

intent and result in revokation of rights to use the data.  A key component of the dataDNA is 

the ability to expire or revoke any and all rights to all copies of the data at any time. Remote 

data expiration, wiping and corruption can be performed through this method.  Other d-Allele 

specifications are exhibited in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 d-Allele Specifications 

Persistent security Ensures the data is protected at rest, in transit, and in process 

regardless of form or location 

Dy namic d-Allele control Owners can define and modify persistent security attributes 

including the auto-expiration, revokation, or wiping of the data 

Persistent auditing Any and all actions taken against, to, or in association with the data 
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is tracked providing validation of data integrity and validation that 

no d-Mutation or malware has impacted the data.  This also 

includes the ability for d-gene therapy should low levels of 

corruption occur that is not related to the presense of malware 

Persistent Mobile Should the owner trigger the d-Allele for mobile access, an IA for 

these devices is required that provides that same level of persistent 

security, dynamic d-Allele control and persistent auditing as other 

forms, formats and locations 

 

Inheritance Agents 
 

IAs are required to leverage the persistent security capabilities associated with the dataDNA as 

established in during data inception.  These agents utilize security capabilities within the 

Microsoft Office and Adobe environments to the extent that they incorporate into their drop 

down menus and integrate with standard open, close, save, save as, send, edit and other 

standard functions.  Any native information rights management solutions built into the 

Microsoft Office and Adobe environments is not used since standardized testing relative to the 

riggors of the Data Genome is not performed nor validated.  In addition, any use of these 

security tools may attempt to modify persistent security settings creating a conflict or collision 

that is unresolvable.  IA is not a new concept but the integration with databases and the 

concept of truly persistent security and auditing from data inception is.  The combination of the 

two offers a powerful solution to data protection issues faced today. 
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The IAs provide an interpretation engine extracting d-Allele and d-AlleleR attributes extending 

the persistent security to the data within the Microsoft Office and Adobe suites.  Persistent 

auditing is reported back to the registrar providing data, time, location, and data action 

activities in as close to real 

time as possible much like 

a global positioning system 

provides information on 

movement of tracked 

vehicles (Figure 8) (GPS 

Insight, 2008) configured 

to track speeding 

violations, turn-by-turn 

location activities aligned 

to date and time, fuel 

consumption, engine 

maintenance and more.  

Persistent security is 

placed on documents to 

protect the content, regardless of location. Mandatory policy controls can be used to 

automatically apply dataDNA policies to content wherever it resides.  

IA for Microsoft Office provides a powerful tool for securely sharing and collaborating on 

sensitive Microsoft Office files embedded with dataDNA including documents, spreadsheets, 

and presentations. Information is encrypted and persistently protected at rest, in transit, and 

while being viewed by approved recipients. Dropdown menus provide two-factor 

authentication access back to the registrar (Figure 9). This provides the owners with not only 

the perception of security, but the actual security inherent from data inception (T71 Powerlink, 

2008).  

Figure 8 GPS Insight Reports 
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IA for Adobe Acrobat provides secure document-

sharing giving owners total control over proprietary 

information. Owners or organizations can 

dynamically control and manage information by 

allowing owners through d-Allele/d-AlleleR 

interpretation to decide who can view, copy, print, 

and forward documents and who cannot (T71 

Powerlink, 2008). Owners can expire or revoke 

document access even after delivery outside of the 

corporate firewall if this delivery is a d-Allele 

attribute or if the owner modifies the d-Allele for 

this particular instance.  

IA for E-Mail provides control over e-mail content, protecting content both during and after 

delivery. E-mail and attachments are kept confidential and tamper-proof wherever they are 

distributed or stored (T71 Powerlink, 2008). A detailed persistent audit trail accessible at the 

registrar provides proof of compliance with persistent security attributes.  

IA for Mobile works in concert with IA for E-Mail to persistently encrypt and protect e-mail 

that's pushed to mobile devices. Messages protected with IA for Mobile inherit the d-Alleles as 

defined by the owner (T71 Powerlink, 2008). Recipient access privileges are enforced for the 

lifecycle of the message and may be expired or dynamically changed at any time as per 

standard Data Genome policies as set by the owner at data inception. 

Access to Data 
 

Access to content within the IA extensible products requires two-factor authentication.  IA 

authentication can be extended to support biometrics, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), One Tiem 

Figure 9 IA Dropdown Menu 
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Passwords, or single sign-on (SSO Access privileges are defined by the owner and validated 

through the registrar who offers a managed access solution as part of their service model. 

The IA: 

• Enables login thresholds to preventing “brute force attacks” 

• Enforces session timeouts 

• Validates users within the registrar in real time 

• Delivers persistent auditing 

• Supports regulatory requirements through d-AlleleR attributes 

• Requires a standard set of security requirements for each host 

o dd-Gene attributes require the presence and continuous update validation of: 

 Anti-virus or Anti-X solutions 

 Host firewall 

 Whole disk encryption 

 Host intrustion prevention 

 Latest patches within 10 days of patch release 

 Hardened operating system to industry standards (NSA / NIST) 

 SSL / VPN / SSH / SSL VPN or other such secure transmission protocol be 

present for tranmission outside corporate boundaries 

Although the price may seem steep with respect to standard dd-Gene requirements, these are 

requirements that should be in places as a minimum necessary when sensitive information is 

present.  Only the owner may modify the standard set of security requirements through d-

Some modifications tracked through the registrar.  The level of granularity for the changes is 

defined by the owner during the modification.  Various levels of security awarness training is 

required depending upon the level of granularity of the change and the potential exposure 

related to the change. 
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Threat of Mutation  
 

As with any gene, d-genes face the threat of mutations cased by cancerous cells or malware 

and can be identified through d-Syndrome event correlation.  Since the threats are real and the 

attack vectors multiplying in scope, payload and stealth, persistent security needs to have 

contingency solutions triggerable depending upon malicious data actions contrary to the d-

Allele and d-AlleleR attributes.  d-Gene therapy and d-suicide genes along with Anti-virus, and 

prevention technologies can be triggered based upon the dataDNA (see definition for DNA).  

These triggerable events apply to both structured and unstructured data envrionments. Should 

mutations occur, persistent auditing serves as a key component to forensics and investigation 

activities.  Third party services are available to act in an offensive manner should the malicious 

activity be identifed as external to the organization.  These services are not part of the standard 

fees and must be negotiated and contracted separately.  Caution is recommended as there are 

potential legal ramifications associated with offensive counter activities. 

Aggregate View - Summary 
 

The overall view of the Data Genome provides craddle to grave, persistent security as part of 

the information lifecycle.  It solves several problems that face the marketplace today relative to 

inappropriate access, data ownership, data custodianship, data classification, identification and 

location of sensitive information, low and slow malicious activity as it corresponds to sensitive 

information, the disappearance of the perimeter as a protection mechanism, inadequacy of 

signature-based tools, and the overall inability to protect data at rest, in process, and in 

transmission no matter the medium.  Although many if not most of the current standard 

safeguards used by security practitioners are still required, the vision to move to a data centric 

view based upon properly defined protection profiles providing persistent control delivers a 

piece of mind companies and users have not seen since before the advent of the Internet.   
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The parallels to the Human 

Genome project are many.  While 

the human body remains a marvel 

of symbiosis, information 

technology systems remain 

disjointed and antagonistic. The 

self healing nature of the human 

body and in particular, the human 

genome, provide a model that 

should be examined more closely 

for ‘cloning’ to the virtual world.  It 

can serve as a reference point 

creating daily ephiphanies for persistent security establishing new ideas around data 

protection.   

Data continues to struggle to be free (Figure 11) (Fisch, 2007) and new devices not even 

thought of as yet will add to the mix of unprotected locations for storage and aggregation.  

Control over sensitive information must be managed in order to defend against malicious 

behavior whether from criminals or sponsored by 

governments. Critical infrastructures depend 

upon a steady flow of accurate and true 

information in order to maintain survivability.  

Persistent security and auditing ensures that data 

is protected; security and risk postures enhanced. 

Current threats in the virtual world outpace the anti-malware devices, protection profiles, and 

safeguards in intensity, payload, and scope.  It is recommended that we examine the Data 

Genome as a potential method to protect sensitive data from craddle to grave. 

Figure 10 d-Pedigree 

Figure 11 Data Struggle to be Free 
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